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ABSTRACT
Shear-resisting mechanisms generally dictate the seismic behavior of squat (low aspect ratio)
reinforced concrete (RC) shear walls. Such walls are widely used in low-rise commercial buildings
and energy-related facilities. A significant number of experimental studies have been performed
over many decades to characterize the behavior of shear-critical RC walls. Analytical and
numerical studies have also been performed but there are no a) validated analytical models for the
analysis of shear-critical walls that are capable of reproducing cyclic backbone response to levels
of lateral drift corresponding to failure, and b) validated cyclic macro models suitable for nonlinear
dynamic analysis.
In this paper, data from tests of 240 low aspect ratio RC walls are summarized to develop
recommended backbone shapes for use in nonlinear seismic analysis in support of design and
performance assessment. The effects of design parameters including wall aspect ratio, axial load,
day-of-test concrete compressive strength, vertical and horizontal web reinforcement ratio,
reinforcement ratio in the boundary elements, and yield strength of reinforcement, on nonlinear
cyclic response are considered. The test data are used to update the values of the control points on
the lateral load-deformation relationship for squat reinforced concrete shear walls.
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ABSTRACT
Shear-resisting mechanisms generally dictate the seismic behavior of squat (low
aspect ratio) reinforced concrete (RC) shear walls. Such walls are widely used in
low-rise commercial buildings and energy-related facilities. A significant number
of experimental studies have been performed over many decades to characterize the
behavior of shear-critical RC walls. Analytical and numerical studies have also
been performed but there are no a) validated analytical models for the analysis of
shear-critical walls that are capable of reproducing cyclic backbone response to
levels of lateral drift corresponding to failure, and b) validated cyclic macro models
suitable for nonlinear dynamic analysis.
In this paper, data from tests of 240 low aspect ratio RC walls are summarized to
develop recommended backbone shapes for use in nonlinear seismic analysis in
support of design and performance assessment. The effects of design parameters
including wall aspect ratio, axial load, day-of-test concrete compressive strength,
vertical and horizontal web reinforcement ratio, reinforcement ratio in the boundary
elements, and yield strength of reinforcement, on nonlinear cyclic response are
considered. The test data are used to update the values of the control points on the
lateral load-deformation relationship for squat reinforced concrete shear walls.
Introduction
The lateral force-deformation response of high aspect ratio walls is principally affected by flexure
and co-existing axial force. In contrast, the response of low aspect ratio walls is dominated by
shearing force and axial forces are relatively small. The peak strength of a low aspect ratio wall
is limited by diagonal tension (i.e., stress in web reinforcement), diagonal compression (i.e., axial
stress in inclined struts in the concrete), or a combination of the two. Base sliding mostly affects
the post-peak cyclic response of a low aspect ratio wall and its effect on peak shear strength is
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minor.
ASCE 41-13 [1] presents a tri-linear lateral force-lateral deformation relationship to peak
strength (see Figure 1) for shear-critical reinforced concrete (RC) walls. This relationship adopts
Wallace’s modification [2] to the corresponding relationship in ASCE 41-06 [3]: the addition of a
point on the curve (F in Figure 1) associated with the onset of cracking. The force-deformation
relationship of Figure 1, also known as a cyclic backbone curve, is a capacity envelope that tracks
peak strength under reversed cyclic loading as a function of increasing deformation. The curve
describes the loss of strength and stiffness due to reversed cyclic loading. This curve is generally
different from that obtained under unidirectional monotonic loading [4].
In Figure 1, the shear resistance is normalized by peak shear strength, Qy , and lateral
displacement is normalized by story height, h . Here, lateral displacement divided by story height
is termed drift ratio. Parameters g, d, and e in Figure 1 represent yield drift ratio, drift ratio
corresponding to the onset of loss of shear strength, and ultimate drift ratio, respectively.
Parameters f and c are associated with the onset of cracking in the wall panel, and residual strength
of the wall panel, respectively.

Figure 1. Load-deformation relationship for members controlled by shear
Table 1 reproduces Table 10.20 of ASCE 41-13 [1], which provides recommended values
for modelling parameters and for acceptance criteria for nonlinear analysis of shear-critical RC
walls. Per Table 1, the normalized force at cracking is 0.6 and the yield drift ratio is 0.4%: values
that are assumed independent of axial load. Axial load is assumed to affect the drift at peak
strength, the ultimate drift ratio, and residual force ratio.

Table 1. Modelling parameters and acceptance criteria for nonlinear
procedures—R/C shear walls and wall segments controlled by shear [1]
Total drift ratio
Strength ratio
(%)
Conditions
d
e
g
c
f
(A s - A s′ )f y + P
≤ 0.05
1.0
2.0
0.4
0.2
0.6
tw lw f c′
(A s - A s′ )f y + P
> 0.05
tw lw f c′

0.75

1.0

0.4

0.0

0.6

Data from the cyclic testing of 240 low-aspect ratio reinforced concrete walls were
assembled to evaluate the utility of the ASCE/SEI 41-13 backbone curve and to investigate the
effects of various design variables on the values of the key points of the lateral force-lateral
deformation relationship of shear-critical RC walls. The force-displacement relationship of each
specimen was digitized, and reported properties, including dimensions, details of reinforcement,
and material properties, were logged. The details of the collected test data and the procedure used
to update the lateral force-lateral deformation relationship of RC walls are available in [5, 6]. The
procedure used to establish the coordinates of the key points on the backbone curve is explained
in the following sections.
The data, interpretation and results presented in paper are taken from two sources, namely,
Chapter 8 of [5], and [6]. Validated macro models for the cyclic analysis of low aspect ratio
reinforced concrete shear walls are described in Chapter 8 of [5] and will be presented in a
forthcoming journal article.
Database development
Data from the cyclic testing of 240 low-aspect ratio RC walls was assembled to evaluate the utility
of the ASCE 41-13 backbone curve of Figure 1. References 5 and 6 identify the sources and authors
of the data. Lateral force-displacement relationships were digitized for analysis. The effects of the
following design variables on the cyclic backbone curve were investigated:
• wall aspect (moment-to-shear) ratio ( M /Vlw )
• vertical web reinforcement ratio1 ( ρ v f yv )
• horizontal web reinforcement ratio ( ρ h f yh )

1

Ratios are multiplied by the yield stress of the reinforcement.

• vertical reinforcement ratio in the boundary element1 ( ρ vb f yvb )
• normalized axial compressive load ( P / Ag f c′ )
• concrete uniaxial compressive strength ( f c′ )
Constructing a cyclic backbone curve
The pre-peak-strength response of a low aspect ratio RC wall was idealized as a tri-linear forcedisplacement relationship, corresponding to regions of elastic (origin-A), post-cracking (A-B), and
post-yielding (B-C) response, as presented in Figure 2: identical to ASCE 41-13. The
displacements and forces at the point of cracking in Figure 2), and at the point of peak strength
(termed the peak point hereafter) in Figure 2) were obtained directly from the cyclic backbone
curves, that were constructed for each of the 240 walls using the digitized force-displacement
relationships. Because the drift ratio and lateral force at the onset of visible cracking were generally
not reported by the authors of the experimental datasets, the point of cracking was associated herein
to the onset of nonlinearity in the force-displacement relationship. The displacements and forces
corresponding to point B were calculated using an equal-energy method (i.e., the area under the
calculated backbone curve up to the peak point set equal to the corresponding area under the
idealized backbone curve) as presented in Figure 2. Per Figure 3, the slope of the post-peak branch
(C-D) of the idealized backbone curve was calculated as the average of slopes of the lines in the
post-peak region; see the dashed red lines presented in Figure 3. (For example, line with slope m2
joins the peak point and the local maximum corresponding to the second displacement increment
after that to the peak point.) Three levels of post-peak force were considered for point D,
corresponding to 20%, 40%, and 80% of peak strength, respectively.

Figure 2. Measured and idealized cyclic backbone curves
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A boundary element in a rectangular wall is that portion at the end of the wall that is locally strengthened
by vertical reinforcement. A boundary element in barbell wall or a flanged wall is the lateral extension of
the wall beyond the web.

Figure 3. Describing post-peak response
Cyclic backbone curves for rectangular walls, and flanged and barbell walls
For data analysis and predictive equations for peak shear strength, squat walls have been
binned by plan geometry, namely, rectangular, barbell, and flanged. Rectangular walls are planar
(constant thickness over the entire length) but can include boundary elements contained within the
thickness. Barbell and flanged walls are planar walls with boundary columns and flanges,
respectively, at the ends of the web of the wall.
The effects of the design variables on the values of drift ratio and lateral force at the key
points on the idealized backbone curve are presented in Figure 4 through Figure 9. The figures
include the test data, a trend line (solid red) based on a least squares fit, and lower and upper
bounds (solid black lines) for a confidence level of 95%. The steps followed to reduce the data are
described in [5] and [6].
The drift ratio at cracking, δ A , is mostly affected by fc′ for rectangular (planar) walls. The
value of fc′ has small effect on δ A for walls with barbells and flanges. Of the other design
variables, aspect ratio, axial compressive force, and boundary element reinforcement ratio also
affect the drift ratio at cracking. The δ A increases due to an increase in wall aspect ratio and a
decrease in axial compressive force, and boundary element reinforcement ratio.
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Figure 4. Effects of selected design variables on δ A
The normalized force at cracking is defined here as the ratio of the force at cracking to the
peak lateral force: V A /V C . The dashed blue line in Figure 5 is the ASCE 41-13 value of 0.6 for
normalized force at cracking. Per these data, the ASCE value overestimates V A /V C for most of
the walls in the dataset. Of the six design variables, ρv f yv , ρ h f yh , and ρvb f yvb have the greatest
effect on V A /V C for rectangular, barbell and flanged walls; an increase in any the web and
boundary element reinforcement ratios leads to a decrease in V A /V C . The effects of other design
variables on V A /V C are minor.
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Figure 5. Effects of selected design variables on VA / VC
The effects of design variables on the drift ratio at yield, δ B , is presented in Figure 6. The
dashed blue line in Figure 6 corresponds to the ASCE 41-13 value of 0.4% (see Table 1), which
underestimates most of the recorded data. Concrete uniaxial compressive strength, f c′ , has a
significant effect on δ B for rectangular walls but not for barbell and flanged walls for which δ B
is mostly affected by aspect ratio and vertical web and boundary element reinforcement ratios.
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Figure 6. Effect of selected design variables on δ B
Figure 7 presents data for drift ratio at peak strength, δ C . Two dashed lines are shown in
the panels: the green and blue dashed lines correspond to a drift ratio of 1% (ASCE 4-13 value if
the axial force ratio is 0.05 or smaller) and 0.75% (ASCE 41-13 value if the axial force ratio is
greater than 0.05), respectively. Of the six design variables considered in this study, fc′ and
M /V lw have the greatest effect on flanged walls: as fc′ or M /V lw increase, the drift ratio at peak
strength increases. The drift ratio at peak strength decreases with increasing axial force ratio: the
values proposed in ASCE 41-13 are not unreasonable.
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Figure 7. Effect of selected design variables on δC
Table 10.20 of ASCE 41-13 (see Table 1) sets the residual strength ratio and the ultimate
drift ratio (i.e., point E on the backbone curve of Figure 1) equal to 0 and 1.0%, respectively, if the
axial force ratio, ( As - As′) f y + P  / (t wlw f c′) , is greater than 0.05, and 0.2 and 2.0%, respectively,
otherwise. Figure 9 presents information for a residual strength ratio of 0.2: the value assigned in
ASCE 41-13 for values of the axial force ratio of less than or equal to 0.05. The dashed blue line
represents the corresponding ASCE 41-13 ultimate drift ratio of 2.0%. For values of the axial force
ratio in the range from 0 to 0.05, 2.0% is a high estimate of δ D20 . The value of fc′ has the greatest
effect on δ D20 for rectangular walls. The effects of the other design variables on δ D20 are
insignificant.
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Figure 8. Effect of selected design variables on δ D20
Figure 9 presents the effects of design variables on normalized peak lateral strength,
V C / d w tw , where the normalized peak strength was calculated as the peak lateral strength divided
by the area of the web, d wt w . The normalized peak lateral strength of the rectangular and flanged
walls varies with fc′ , ρ v f yv , and ρ h f yh : as these values increase, V C / d w tw increases. Aspect ratio
also influences normalized peak lateral strength of flanged walls, with an increase in aspect ratio
leading to a decrease in normalized strength. Interestingly, this trend is not seen in the rectangular
walls. Axial compressive force increases normalized peak lateral strength.
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Figure 9. Effect of selected design variables on V C / d w tw
Proposed updates to ASCE 41-13 cyclic backbone curves for low aspect ratio walls
Following the format of ASCE 41-13, the cyclic backbone curve of Figure 1 can be
established as follows for low aspect ratio RC shear walls, noting that point E collapses to point
D:

Cracking:
Point F
Yield: Point B

Peak strength:
Point C

Residual
strength: Point
D, 20% of
peak strength

*

Drift ratio ( δ A ) = 0.1% for all wall geometries and axial compressive force ratios
Normalized force at cracking ( V A VC ) = 0.5
Drift ratio ( δ B ) = 0.5% for all wall geometries and axial compressive force ratios
Peak lateral strength: per Equation 11.5.4.4 of ACI 318-14 [7] for rectangular
walls and per Equation proposed by Barda et al. [8] for barbell and flanged walls*
Drift ratio ( δ C ) = 1.0% for rectangular walls and all axial compressive force ratios
Drift ratio ( δ C ) = 0.7% for flanged walls, aspect ratio less than 1.0, and all axial
compressive force ratios
Drift ratio ( δ C ) = 0.9% for flanged walls, aspect ratio between 1.0 and 2.0, and all
axial compressive force ratios
Peak lateral strength: per point B for all walls
Drift ratio ( δ D20 ) = 2.1% for rectangular walls, aspect ratio less than 1.0, and all
axial compressive force ratios
Drift ratio ( δ D20 ) = 2.5% for rectangular walls, aspect ratio between 1.0 and 2.0,
and all axial compressive force ratios
Drift ratio ( δ D20 ) = 1.8% for flanged walls, aspect ratio less than 1.0, and axial
compressive force ratio between 0 and 0.05
Drift ratio ( δ D20 ) = 1.4% for flanged walls, aspect ratio less than 1.0, and axial
compressive force ratio between 0.05 and 0.2
Drift ratio ( δ D20 ) = 2.6% for flanged walls, aspect ratio between 1.0 and 2.0, and
axial compressive force ratio between 0 and 0.05
Drift ratio ( δ D20 ) = 1.6% for flanged walls, aspect ratio between 1.0 and 2.0, and
axial compressive force ratio between 0.05 and 0.2

The detailed discussion on the choice of strength equation to estimate peak lateral strength of squat RC
shear walls is available in Chapter 8 of [5], and [6].

Conclusions
The lateral force-displacement relationships from 240 tests were digitized to generate a dataset
that was used to update the values of the key control points on the ASCE 41-13 cyclic backbone
curve for low aspect ratio shear walls. Control points at cracking, yield, peak, and residual strength
were characterized. The effects of various design variables including wall aspect ratio, axial load,
day-of-test concrete compressive strength, vertical and horizontal web reinforcement ratio,
reinforcement ratio in the boundary elements, and yield strength of reinforcement, on the control
points were characterized and included in the recommendations presented here, in Chapter 8 of
[5], and in [6].
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